
Phones away and things out 
of ears please -

Masks covering face holes
Thank you!!

Welcome to Biology

Friday
10/1/21



Daily Agenda

1.Hand Back Notes 1/Test Prep Activity from 

Wednesday

2. Unit 4:The Cell

What did we learn yesterday?

3.Notes 3: Biomolecules

Finish Fill-in-Blanks



Units Test Preparation
Tests are announced a week ahead of time

Exception – Mini-Practice Test

Review of unit notes at home prior to test very helpful
Make sure all Fill-in-blank notes are accurate

Check with friend; Advisory period; Go back to slides/notes

Set up study schedule when test announced
1 unit to review a night
Use mental engagement strategies as you read over notes

Highlight vocab words and underline definitions

Write out each vocab word, making lists for each unit
Write brief summaries of major divisions within the notes

Write out any questions you have - ask in class or during 
advisory period



Practice Test Preparation
Read Through Notes 1

Highlight all vocab terms
Underline definitions
On a separate page

Title → Unit Vocab Lists 9/22/21
Title section → Notes 1 Science and the Experiment
Make a list of all highlighted words 

Keep notes and this page (add to it with every new set of notes?)
Friday turn in the vocab page and notes 1 with highlighting/underlined words and 

definitions



Metabolism
Controlled variable
Theory
Hypothesis
Genome
Data
Quantitative data
Baseline
Control group
Experimental group
Independent variable
Dependent variable

But for this study 
technique to work other 
things have to be in 
place as well…

Do you have 
understanding of 
material and familiarity 
with notes??



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFuEo2ccTPA

Gregorio Cells

https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/cells/scale/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFuEo2ccTPA


Unit 4:The Cell 10/1/21

Red blood cell
Platelet
White blood cell

Bacteria cells

Cancer cells dividing



Cells = smallest living 
unit - some cells 
exist on their own; 
others are used to 
build 
multicellular 
organisms

All cells are made of 
water, the four 
biomolecules and 
other dissolved 
things



All cells share these things in 
common (among other things)…

An outer “skin” that is called a 
cell membrane

An inner, watery, jelly like 
substance (the cytosol, 
sometimes called the cytoplasm)

An inner mass of DNA, that 
directs growth, development and 
behavior

Internal structures called 
ribosomes, used to build proteins



All cells can be divided into two categories...
Prokaryotic cells do not have organelles (including the nucleus, which is an organelle).

Eukaryotic cells do have organelles (including the nucleus, which is an organelle).



Organelles are complex structures with different jobs, surrounded by a skin-like 
layer called a membrane (the same as the cell membrane)



Where do 

cells fit in 

us?

The Levels of 
Organization of 
Multicellular 
Organisms



How big are cells?

Most cells are too small to see 
with the naked eye, requiring 
the use of a microscope.

You are made of more than a 
trillion cells.



Cells of the BRAIN





THE LIVER

THE KIDNEYS



THE TESTES

THE OVARIES


